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he was very important to all of us at hedgerow, said glen a.
larson, who created the show. i mean, he was the reason
we were all there. he was a huge, huge talent who had a
very early professional career. he brought, not just a level
of talent, but a level of class. on top of that, he was a very
good bloke. he was warm, he was friendly, he was funny
and just a very decent guy. its difficult to replace him. you
can talk about elisabeth moss all you want, but she cant
take that mantle on. richard was bigger than life. basehart
remembers being excited about his guest role on the knight
rider pilot, but quickly becoming disillusioned as he went
about finding the time to film his scenes. i wanted to do it
right. i wanted my stuff to be real. i knew the things that i
had to do, the things that i had to do to get out of the way. i
knew that if i had any chance of being good, those things
had to get done. i was looking around, thinking, thats gonna
take weeks. this guy really wants to get it right, and he was.
i had a bond with richard, said larson. he was somebody
that was doing things for real. a few days of filming, then
richard was gone. but we stayed in touch. we talked a little
bit about his role on the show, he wanted to know if i liked
the way the episode was turning out. he said he was
excited about it because he hadnt done anything like this
before. he was excited about being in a movie! richard
basehart had seemingly honed his skills in classic theatre
such as shakespeare, shaw, and wilde, particularly in a role
in no big thing, which was directed by glen a. larson, the
series creator and writer. it would also be directed by him
on knight rider 2000.
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author of this video knight rider is one of those great classic
shows that actually wasnt even close to being an old-school

television show. the reason it works so well for me and
works so well for so many people is because it was based

on a true story. the original series came out in 1978 on nbc,
and the producers always kept it very close to the truth. i

think that the (2007 reboot) film tried to be too far off from
the original concept of the show. if you take the original

series, and say the producers were trying to keep it 100%
factual, it had to be put in a new world, new time, and new
technology. knight rider was actually a pretty daring show,
because at the time it was made, you had a two-hour show

with 26-or-so-minute episodes, which is a long time to
sustain a story. and because it was so close to being a

factual television show, it was a way of taking a little bit of a
risk. they actually changed the technology of the k.i.t.

model car, and the production design was a bit ahead of its
time. 5ec8ef588b
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